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* Drawings are for illustrative purposes only. Please check with the plant for current size and shape information.





























































































Comments on 4W Series Structural Glazed Units

Elgin Butler Company 4W Series units are generally manufactured and graded to meet ASTM C-126 for 

properties of finish and ASTM C-652 for physical characteristics (color and durability).

Two specifications are necessary because ASTM C-126 does not address either durability or coring that  

accommodates vertical reinforcing and ASTM C-652 does not address glazed finishes.

We recommend that when 4W Series units are used on building exteriors that they be laid vertically in 

walls properly designed for exterior masonry. From a durability standpoint, it is important that the  

flashing is designed and installed properly and that vented cavity walls are incorporated.

4W Series units are somewhat unique in that the face is a nominal 8” x 8” square. This allows the  

architect to design simple walls that involve an absolute minimum number of different shapes. Walls of 

4”, 6”, and 8” bed depth can be constructed from stretchers and quoins with the quoins serving as cap, 

lintel, or sill units.

The “Modular Ceramic System” (MCS) is one element of Elgin Butler Company’s 4W Series. MCS  

incorporates the use of stretchers and quoins only. User-friendly mottled glazes allow the units to be 

installed without special masonry skills at high production levels. We recommend that the mortar color 

be as close to that of the glaze as practical.

MCS units are classed to Elgin Butler “Standard Run” tolerances for significant cost savings to the  

purchaser. The mottled glazes offer a pleasing appearance without rigid perfection.

The popularity of 4W Series structural glazed units has greatly increased in recent years due to the  

“8 x 8 look” and the ease in which it can be used with face brick, glass block, CMU, and other materials—

including 8W Series structural glazed units.
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